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Why food

• Obesity causes $147B health care costs annually
• Health clubs generated $22.4B in revenue in 2013 
• 2 of 3 adults in US is overweight or obese
• No country has lowered its obesity rate since 1980 
(Dr. Aseem Malhotra in The Washington Post 5/15/2015)

• My approach is interpretive/epistemological: how do we come to 
understand our bodies and how they function given the information 
environment?

• Eating is arguably the single most political activity we engage in on a daily 
basis



A comparison of Time magazine covers on fat



US Government 
Updated Food 
Guidelines 
(2016)





Coca-Cola and the Global Energy 
Balance Network (disbanded in 
December, 2015)



Michelle Obama’s “Let’s Move” campaign



What are analogies and how do they work?

• Two concepts—one familiar, one less so
• Hope is that audience transfers via inference positive attitudes of a known 

concept to a lesser known concept

• Give no proof, make no demonstration of validity or similarity
• Essentially dissimilar
• Carrying-over of terms from one context to another/”perspective by 

incongruity”



Family: Corporation::Upset child: Disgruntled 
Employee



“A woman needs a man like a fish needs a 
bicycle” (Irina Dunn)



The Energy Balance hypothesis of obesity



Energy Balance Hypothesis 
analogies

Body is a machine
Food is fuel for the machine



The case of the calorie



Fat Cell analogy (Energy Balance hypothesis)



Implications of Energy Balance model

• Obesity is VERY preventable/Individual is to blame for unwanted 
pounds

• Food producers have done their part to make transparent the calorie 
information necessary for us to make responsible choices

• No environmental factors (obesogenic compounds from 
industrialization) 

• No emphasis on genetics and unique gut microbiome



What is the Alternative/Insulin Hypothesis of 
Obesity?
• Obesity is akin to starvation

• Fat cells store too much energy (too few in the bloodstream)
• “When fat cells feast, the rest of the body starves.”
• Sugars and processed carbohydrates raise insulin, which ushers calories into 

fat cells and restricts their passage out. Fat cells do nothing unless instructed 
by hormones.

• “insulin is the ultimate fat fertilizer” (Dr. David Ludwig)
• “Brain doesn’t register that there are plenty of calories still stored in 

fat cells. It just sees that there aren’t enough calories in the blood”



Food as information (not energy): Body as 
operating system (not machine)
• “Metabolism is not a math problem. It’s a hormonal problem. Food is 

not just energy. It’s information. It’s instructions that turn on or off 
different switches in your body that regulate hunger and metabolism. 
Obesity is not about how much you eat. It’s about what you eat. If 
you just focus on quality, not calories, then the quantity takes care of 
itself.”

• (Dr. Mark Hyman, Director of the Cleveland Clinic Center for Functional 
Medicine)



Ice bath analogy (Fever: Obesity::Ice bath: 
Starvation)



Propane heater analogy



Turnstile analogy



Implications of Alternative/Insulin hypothesis

• Food quality matters, esp. quality of fat (grass-fed, organic)
• Sleep quality matters
• Stress level matters (hormone cortisol)
• Physical environment matters (soil, water, air quality)
• Gut flora matters

• Artificial sweeteners
• Prescription medicine
• Exposure to chemicals



Conclusion

• “One cannot change this all in a moment, but one can at least change 
one's own habits, and from time to time one can even, if one jeers 
loudly enough, send some worn-out and useless phrase into the 
dustbin where it belongs.”

--George Orwell
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